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Welcome to the Webinar
• All attendees will be muted during the webinar  

• Ask questions using the Question & Answer (Q&A) feature

• Technical difficulties? Email support@healthliteracysolutions.org for 
assistance

• The webinar will be recorded and posted in the Health Literacy 
Solutions Center webinar archives

Following the webinar, you will receive an email containing a link to a brief online 
evaluation. If you are requesting continuing education (CE) credits, you must submit 
an evaluation in order to receive your CE certificate.

mailto:support@healthliteracysolutions.org


Our Focus on Health Literacy

• Operationalizing the ability of people at EOL to voice what 
has given them a sense of meaning during their life

Taking full advantage of 
end-of-life care through 

increasing health literacy 
beyond the medical aspects

• The goal is to increase understanding about spirituality 
and evidence-based psychosocial care to improve health 
outcomes.

Health Literacy about 
Spirituality

• Psychosocial issues for patients, caregivers and family are 
complicated, but addressing them will improve outcomes 
and reinforce patient autonomy at the end of life.

Health Literacy about the 
End-of Life

Russ Bennett, MBA, CHIE
Consultant: Health Literacy, 
Strategy and Marketing



Goals of Health Literacy at the end-of-life 

• An important goal of Health Literacy at the end-of-life is helping 
people think about: “What’s my legacy going to be?”

– How do you help a person maximize the quality of their life; family, health, 
sense of self as the person deals with the loss of their self

• How do you rehabilitate the sense of self?
– How can you help them achieve a sense of balance between their best life 

(what are they proudest of, what are their shattered dreams, who was closest 
to them, key anecdotes, how did they deal with people in the context of the 
family, look at their passions, what kind of music, authors passions, sports 
performers,

• How a person experiences their helplessness and despair, how you 
and they face their needs, is key for maintaining positive goals and 
morale until the end.



Palliation Of 
Psychiatric, 
Psychosocial, 
And Spiritual 
Suffering At The 
End Of Life:  
Health 
Literacy’s Role

• Francisco Fernandez, MD, FACP
• Founding Dean
• Emeritus Professor, Department of 

Psychiatry
• The University of Texas Rio Grande 

Valley School of Medicine
• Harlingen, Texas
• francisco.fernandez@utrgv.edu

mailto:francisco.fernandez@utrgv.edu


About the Speaker

Francisco Fernandez, MD, FACP

• MD: Tufts University School of Medicine

• Training: MGH, Department of Psychiatry

• Director of HIV Clinic, MDAH, Houston, TX

• Chief of Psychiatry, SLEH/THI, Houston, TX

• Chair of Psychiatry, SSOM, Chicago, IL

• Chair of Psychiatry, Morsani COM, USF, Tampa, FL

• Founding Dean, UTRGV SOM, Edinburg, TX

• Emeritus Professor, Department of Psychiatry, UTRGV SOM, 

– Harlingen, TX

Disclosures:

– I have no relevant financial relationships to disclose. 

– I will not discuss off label use or investigational use in my 

presentation



Learning objectives

Learners will be able to:
❑Define spirituality at the end of life (EOL)

❑Identify barriers and solutions to discuss spirituality at the 

end of life.

❑Review EBM practices for culturally and linguistically 

appropriate provider-client communication at the end of life.

❑To describe the risks for low health literacy at the end of life.



WHY?

❑ 80% of people at EOL want to die at home.
▪ Despite the fact their stated preference to spend “their last days at home” 

with family and loved ones, 60-70% at EOL die in hospitals: 
• They receive treatments they never would have wanted. 

• Don’t align with their values.

▪ In addition to disparities in hospice utilization associated with race/ethnicity, 
patients who have low levels of health literacy are more likely to seek 
intensive curative treatment at the end-of-life, as opposed to choosing 
hospice care.

https://files.kff.org/attachment/Report-Views-and-Experiences-with-End-of-Life-Medical-Care-in-the-
US?_gl=1*1d2kwru*_ga*NDI5MDEzNDc0LjE2NjQwMjg5ODU.*_ga_5KNWNFBGL8*MTY2NDAyODk4NC4xLjEuMTY2NDAyOTAzMi4xMi4wLjA. 

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2775702

https://files.kff.org/attachment/Report-Views-and-Experiences-with-End-of-Life-Medical-Care-in-the-US?_gl=1*1d2kwru*_ga*NDI5MDEzNDc0LjE2NjQwMjg5ODU.*_ga_5KNWNFBGL8*MTY2NDAyODk4NC4xLjEuMTY2NDAyOTAzMi4xMi4wLjA
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2775702




FROM:

NOW:

CHANGE CARE  MODEL

CURATIVE

PSYCHOSOCIAL & SPIRITUAL

CURATIVE

PALLIATIVE

CURATIVE PALLIATIVE

TO:



Note from patient attached to legal paperwork



https://www.pewresearch.org/religion/2022/09/13/modeling-the-future-of-religion-in-america/

https://www.pewresearch.org/religion/2022/09/13/modeling-the-future-of-religion-in-america/


• A million-dollar campaign.
• Television commercials, along with 

online ads and billboards to target 
millennials/Gen Z with a message about 
Jesus Christ: He gets us.

• Ad focuses on an aspect of Jesus’ earthly 
experience with which today’s “the 
struggle is real” crowd might resonate.
• Jesus was judged too. 
• Jesus had fun with his friends too.

https://hegetsus.com/en

Spirituality Messages Are Here, 

There and Everywhere …

https://hegetsus.com/en


“Talking about death: Now that it pays, how to   
do it well” 

Advance Care Planning - AAPC Knowledge Center

It is a billable service!

https://www.ama-assn.org/delivering-care/ethics/code-medical-ethics-caring-patients-end-life

Timothy M. Smith, AMA Ethics, May 2019

https://www.ama-assn.org/delivering-care/ethics/billing-end-life-care-talks-grows-barriers-remain

https://www.aapc.com/blog/45821-advance-care-planning/
https://www.ama-assn.org/delivering-care/ethics/code-medical-ethics-caring-patients-end-life
https://www.ama-assn.org/delivering-care/ethics/billing-end-life-care-talks-grows-barriers-remain


EOL in the digital era 



DEFINING SPIRITUALITY 

Objective 1



Basic 
Definitions -
Grief

➢Grief → Grief is a multifaceted response to 
loss, particularly to the loss of someone that 
has died, to which a bond or affection was 
formed. 

➢Although conventionally focused on the 
emotional response to loss, it also has 
physical, cognitive, behavioral, social, 
philosophical and spiritual dimensions. 



Basic Definitions - Religion

• Religion → the belief in and worship of a supra-ordinate or 
superhuman controlling power, especially a personal God or 
gods.
▪ The term itself comes from religare→ literally meaning “to tie, to 

bind, to fasten”
o Sociocultural – to tie both ends … the living and the dead

o Viewed as a cultural system of designated behaviors and practices, morals, 
worldviews, texts, sanctified places, prophecies, ethics, or organizations, that 
relates humanity to supernatural, transcendental, or spiritual elements.



Basic Definitions -
Spirituality

• Spirituality → Spirituality may refer to almost any 
kind of meaningful activity, especially a "search for 
the sacred." 
• It may also refer to personal growth, blissful experience, or 

an encounter with one's own "inner dimension.“

• For others, it's about participating in 
organized religion: going to a church, synagogue, 
mosque, etc. 

• In many cases it is a non-religious experience that 
varies from person to person—some people 
contact their spiritual side through private prayer, 
yoga, meditation, quiet reflection, a belief in the 
supernatural, or long walks.



Living with Grief-Spirituality and End-Of-
Life Care 

a two Hour+ Panel Discussion
https://vimeo.com/60614049/f764d406b4Living with Grief-Spirituality and End-Of-Life Care 

a two Hour+ Panel Discussion
https://vimeo.com/60614049/f764d406b4

Other resources: 

Publications - Palliative Care 
Network of Wisconsin 
(mypcnow.org)

Psychosocial Curriculum: 
Psychosocial (mypcnow.org)

Spiritual ROS: The FICA Spiritual 
History Tool - Palliative Care 
Network of Wisconsin 
(mypcnow.org)

Billing: Advance Care Planning -
AAPC Knowledge Center

https://vimeo.com/60614049/f764d406b4
https://vimeo.com/60614049/f764d406b4
https://vimeo.com/60614049/f764d406b4
https://vimeo.com/60614049/f764d406b4
https://vimeo.com/60614049/f764d406b4
https://vimeo.com/60614049/f764d406b4
https://www.mypcnow.org/publications/
https://www.mypcnow.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Core-Palliative-Psychosocial.pdf
https://www.mypcnow.org/fast-fact/the-fica-spiritual-history-tool/
https://www.aapc.com/blog/45821-advance-care-planning/


Spirituality in 

America

• Decade of brain 

• Decade of spiritual but not religious 
(SBNR)

A greater interest 
since 1990’s 

• 31% not spiritual, not religious

• 29% spiritual and religious

• 20% spiritual, not religious 

• 6% religious, not spiritual 

Public Religion 
Research Institute 
(PRRI) 2017 survey

Link: PRRI Searching for Spirituality in the U.S.: A New Look 

at the Spiritual but Not Religious

https://www.prri.org/research/religiosity-and-spirituality-in-america/#:~:text=Overall%2C%20about%20one-third%20%2831%25%29%20of%20Americans%20are%20neither,many%20%2829%25%29%20Americans%20are%20both%20spiritual%20and%20religious.


Spiritual But Not Religious  

(SBNR) – meaning … 

Embracing the neuroscience of consciousness.New Atheism Denouncing Religious beliefs.    

"Spirituality begins 
with a reverence for 
the ordinary that can 
lead us to insights 
and experiences that 
are anything but 
ordinary.“



Requests for Euthanasia 

Does SBNR influence 
EOL Decision making?



NETHERLANDS → REASONS FOR REQUESTING 

EUTHANASIA

– *Despair, Disillusionment, Demoralization, Despondency

– Van der Maas et al, Lancet 1991; 338: 669-74.

– WHO Palliative Care http://www.who.int/hiv/pub/imai/primary_palliative/en/

(PAIN AS ONLY SYMPTOM 5%)

Loss of Dignity 57%

Pain + D4 * 45%

Unworthy Dying 46%

Being Dependent 33%

Tired of Life 23%

http://www.who.int/hiv/pub/imai/primary_palliative/en/


DEFINING BARRIERS AND SOLUTIONS

Objective 2



“Health care professionals do not 
recognize that patients do not 
understand the health information we 
are trying to communicate.We must 
close the gap between what health care 
professionals know and what the rest of 
America understands.”

Dr. Richard Carmona, Former  
U.S. Surgeon General



END OF LIFE DECISIONS: MAJOR INFLUENCES

• Family discussions

• QOL – Quality of Life

• Personal experiences

• Religious and spiritual beliefs

• Burdening support system
– Financial

• Discussion with physicians/health care team

MAJOR INFLUENCES



END OF LIFE DECISIONS: MAJOR INFLUENCES

• Family discussions

• QOL – Quality of Life

• Personal experiences

• Religious and spiritual beliefs

• Burdening support system
– Financial

• Discussion with physicians/health care team

MAJOR BARRIERS



Experiential States

Vulnerable

▪ Isolation

▪ Despair

▪ Helplessness

▪ Meaninglessness

▪ Sorrow

Resilience

▪ Communion

▪ Hope

▪ Assertiveness

▪ Purpose 

▪ Joy



Practical 

Strategies:

Palliation & 

Psychiatry

CLINICAL DISORDERS –
MEDICAL & PSYCHIATRIC

PSYCHOSOCIAL AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

GLOBAL FUNCTIONING



Evidence-Based Medicine (EBM) Practices

Objective 3



THE SEARCH  

FOR MEANING

This examination is a 
psychotherapeutic process

– Not theological

– Not philosophical

Anamnesis (from the Greek)

– Anamnēsis~‘remembrance’

• The remembering of 
things from a supposed 
previous existence



MAJOR BARRIERS: PSYCHOSOCIAL STRESS

• Primary support group

• Social environment

• Educational 

• Occupational

• Economic

• Health care services

• Legal system



THE SEARCH 
FOR MEANING: 
BARRIERS

• Personal relationship with God/Higher Power (faith)

• Relationships with family and support system

• Capacity for self-care

• Self compassion

“When we are no longer able to change a situation, we are challenged to change ourselves.” Viktor Frankl, Man’s Search for Meaning.  1946



EXAMINING FAITH AS A RELATIONSHIP 
WITH GOD - OPENING QUESTIONS

• “Have you ever sensed the existence of 
some supreme power, or experienced a 
relationship with a higher power? God? 
Is faith important in your life?

• “Are family/friends important in your 
life?”

• “Does this illness/condition anger you?”



AT THE END OF LIFE

SOLUTIONS → MAINTENANCE OF HOPE 



• What are your goals?  Dreams? 
Accomplishments?

• What are your passions? 
Aversions?

• Anything you want to achieve, 
finish, improve?

• Any conflicts you want to 
resolve?  If so, why not now?

Have any causes?
Sense of serving 

others? 

Sense of serving the 
world?

Who are the most 
important persons 

in your life?

Anyone you identify 
with?  

• Any heroes/heroines?

• Any villains?

Anyone whose 
needs you would 
put ahead of your 

own?

Examining Philosophy Of Life – Defining The 

Person At The End Of Life



Anything you 
are especially 

proud of?

Looking back, 
what have 
been the 

best times?  
Worst times? 

What helped 
you through 

the rough 
times?

Examining Philosophy Of Life: 

Defining The Person At The End Of Life

ANYTHING WORTH DYING FOR?



Examining The Role Of Faith:
A Relationship With Higher Power/God

• What sort of being 
is it?

• Qualities?
– Caring -- cold?

– Close -- aloof, 
distant?

– Forgiving -- punitive?

• What is 
communication like? 

– Is the talk familiar?  

– Formal (prayer)?

– Feel heard?

– Is conversation two-way? 

– Any answers?  

– If so, how do you know?



end-of-life-religious-groups-views.pdf

file:///C:/Users/ffcub/Downloads/end-of-life-religious-groups-views.pdf


Tasks For Examining Philosophy At The EOL

FOR THE PATIENT:

Who am I?

What do I stand for?

What has my life meant?

How can I help prepare my 
loved ones for living without 
me?

Can I make the end of my life 
be my finest hour?

FOR LOVED ONES:

Worst outcome after death is if 
you had to say: “if only I had 
said this . . .”

▪ What is my unfinished 
business?

▪ Ask: “what can you do to 
make this a time you can 
be proud of?

▪ Survivors benefit
• Because I loved them

• Because I was loyal, faithful,     

honest

• Because I reinforced their 

good qualities

• Because I sustained them in 

their time crises



Examining the Clinician’s Role:
Maintenance Of Positive Goals & Morale

How do I understand?

• Above all to listen

• To learn person’s unique individual 
worth

How do I impart empathic insights?

• Commitment to non-abandonment

• Basic respect and reverence



Hopelessly, Irreversibly ill

• Poor/unacceptable QOL and/or 
inability to enjoy life

• Loss of physical ability (for 
example, walking, or speaking)

• Loss of sense of purpose

The Conundrum Of 
Irreversibility

Hopeless suffering, and limited 
prospect of full recovery



When a man is singing,

And cannot lift his voice,

And another comes and sings with him,

Another who can lift his voice,

Then the first will be able to lift his voice, too.

That is the secret of the bond between spirit and 

spirit.

Martin Buber

Tales of The Hasidim

Maintaining Hope When Illness is Irreversible 



Hope vs. Optimism

“Hope is not the same thing 
as optimism. It is not the 
conviction that something will 
turn out well, but the 
certainty that something 
makes sense, regardless of 
how it turns out.”

Vaclav Havel, 
Former President of Czechoslovakia, 1936-2011



RISKS FOR LOW HEALTH LITERACY AT EOL

Objective 4



Importance of Health Literacy
• Health literacy is about how people 

understand information 

about health and health care, and how they 

apply that information to their lives, use it to 

make decisions and act on it.

• Health literacy plays an important role in 

enabling effective partnerships. 

• For partnerships to work, everyone involved 

needs to be able to give and receive, 

interpret and act on information such as 

treatment options and plans.

• Health literacy is an independent 

predictor of end-of-life preferences 

https://doi.org/10.1177/1049909120988506
Health Literacy Online | health.gov

https://doi.org/10.1177/1049909120988506
https://health.gov/healthliteracyonline/


Risks of Low-Health Literacy → Dialysis

• Limited health literacy presents a substantial barrier to 
communication at EOL and could lead to older adults committing to 
an intensive pattern of care without adequate information.
– Despite high mortality risk in this population, only 13% of patients had 

discussed EOL preferences with physicians, half had discussed EOL with 
their social network, and 25% of participants explicitly stated that they had 
never considered EOL preferences. 

– Less than 30% of participants could correctly define terminology commonly 
used in EOL conversations. 

– Patients had limited understanding of EOL terminology, lacked opportunities 
for meaningful EOL discussion with providers and family, resulting in 
uncertainty about future care.

https://academic.oup.com/gerontologist/article/58/2/290/3065342

https://academic.oup.com/gerontologist/article/58/2/290/3065342


1. Forgive Me

For the times I’ve angered, whined 
about pain, wasn’t there for you, 
got drunk or high, or just wore you 
out

2.  I Forgive You

For the times you let me down or 
wasn’t there for me, got mad or fed 
up, or said those really mean 
things

3.  Thank You

For being the best thing that ever 
happened to me, for teaching me 
“half-way” makes no sense in 
marriage, for amazing me by your 
steadfast love.

4.  I Love You

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tA
miVJxl-Z0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAmiVJxl-Z0


The toughest thing to do at EOL

1. These four things 
should be said every 
day. 

2. Try going home 
tonight and begin to 
say them to your 
spouse, family,  and 
friends…



What questions do you have?

Please type your questions in the Q&A box.



October is Health Literacy Month!

• Health Literacy Month promotes the 
importance of understandable health 
information. 

• Your speakers today are committed to 
the importance of easy-to-understand 
information about health

• Please join us in advocating for Health 
Literacy awareness, among patients, 
clinicians, and organizations!



Thank you for Attending 

You will receive an email containing a link to a brief online evaluation. If you are requesting 

continuing education (CE) credits, you must submit an evaluation in order to receive your 

CE certificate.

Visit the Health Literacy Solutions Center at www.healthliteracysolutions.org to: 

• Access the recording and presentation materials of today’s webinar.

• Register for upcoming webinars. 

http://www.healthliteracysolutions.org/

